Mid-century inspired

Chap™ brings mid-century modern styling to places where people meet. The finely crafted guest seating series is available in two back styles, both are offered in an upholstered or open frame. Choose from a selection of standard frame finishes.

Seating shown in Designtex Tweed Multi, Taupe with Night frames.
A warm welcome

Chap’s refined wood frame and comfortably sloped seat create a relaxed atmosphere for guests.

Additional information can be found on the Global [website](#).

Seating shown in DesignTex Tweed Multi, Taupe with Night and Winter Cherry frames.
Crafted with detail

Chap is crafted using traditional mortise and tenon joints and corner blocked construction. Its durable frame is built to last and is backed by Global’s Lifetime Warranty.

Seating shown in Designtex Tweed Multi, Taupe with Winter Cherry and Night frames.
Tailored comfort

An upholstered model gives Chap a tailored appearance. Choose from fabric, vinyl or leather upholstery.

Additional information can be found on the Global website.

Seating shown in Designtex Tweed Multi, Taupe with Winter Cherry and Night frames.
Thoughtful design

The wall saver design features rear legs that extend past the seat back to ensure wall clearance. Designed by Chris Carter, Chap complements our Corby™ collection.

Seating shown in Designtex Tweed Multi, Taupe with Winter Cherry and Night frames.
Color it your way

Frame

- Wall saver frame

Seats

- Upholstered waterfall front seat
- Wood front rail

Backs

- Upholstered back armchair
- Wood back armchair
- Upholstered round back armchair, available in select wood finishes
- Wood round back armchair, available in select wood finishes

Please visit globalfurnituregroup.com for additional product information including environmental certifications.

Cover: Seating shown in DesignTex Tweed Multi, Taupe with Winter Cherry frame.
Above: Seating shown in DesignTex Tweed Multi, Taupe with Night and Maple frames.